Chapter 1 Executive Summary

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1 INTRODUCTION
The Coachella Valley Water District (CVWD or District) has prepared this Environmental Impact Report
(EIR) to evaluate the potential environmental impacts related to the Chromium-6 Water Treatment
Facilities Project (proposed project or project). CVWD is the lead agency under the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) for this project.
The EIR has been prepared in accordance with CEQA (as amended) (Public Resources Code §§2100021189.3) and the 2016 State CEQA Guidelines (California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Chapter 3,
§§15000-15387). Under State CEQA Guidelines §15121 (Informational Document):
•

An EIR is an informational document which will inform public agency decision makers and the
public generally of the significant environmental effect of a project, identify possible ways to
minimize the significant effects, and describe reasonable alternatives to the project. The public
agency shall consider the information in the EIR along with other information which may be
presented to the agency.

•

While the information in the EIR does not control the agency’s ultimate discretion on the project,
the agency must respond to each significant effect identified in the EIR by making findings under
Section 15091 and if necessary by making a statement of overriding consideration under Section
15093.

•

The information in an EIR may constitute substantial evidence in the record to support the
agency’s action on the project if its decision is later challenged in court.

Under State CEQA Guidelines §15123, this Executive Summary chapter presents a brief summary of the
proposed project and the potentially significant impacts and required mitigation measures. Also
identified in this chapter is a summary of the alternatives to the project evaluated in this Draft EIR (Draft
EIR or DEIR), including those that would avoid potentially significant effects; issues of concern/areas of
controversy known to the Lead Agency; and issues to be resolved including the choice among
alternatives and how best to mitigate the potentially significant effects.
The reader should review, but not rely exclusively on the Executive Summary as the sole basis for
judgment of the proposed project and alternatives. The complete DEIR should be consulted for specific
information about the potential environmental effects and mitigation measures to address those
effects.

1.2 SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT
The Chromium-6 Water Treatment Facilities Project is a water treatment project that will enable
CVWD to achieve compliance with the new hexavalent chromium (also called chromium-6) regulation
that was promulgated by the State of California and became effective July 1, 2014. Implementation of
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the project will enable CVWD to continue to meet its top priority of delivering high quality drinking
water that meets stringent government standards.
CVWD’s drinking water supply is currently provided entirely from local groundwater. The District
operates approximately 98 active wells to provide a distributed supply throughout the Coachella Valley.
As a drinking water provider, CVWD has been monitoring for chromium-6 since 2001. Based on the
historic and recent groundwater monitoring, CVWD has identified that 30% of its drinking water wells
have chromium-6 levels that are above California’s new standard. All of the remaining drinking water
wells meet the new standard. Therefore, CVWD determined that new facilities are required to treat the
chromium-6 in the affected wells and to maintain the water supply capability and reliability of the
overall drinking water system.
The Chromium-6 Water Treatment Facilities Project would be located in the Coachella Valley, California
(Riverside County). The drinking water wells that would receive treatment are located within the
communities of Desert Hot Springs, Rancho Mirage, Palm Desert, La Quinta, and Indio, Thermal and
portions of unincorporated Riverside County. The proposed treatment facilities would be located in
Desert Hot Springs, La Quinta, and near Thermal. Figure ES-1 shows the regional location of the project,
and Figure ES-2 provides an overview of the proposed project facilities within Coachella Valley.
Based on a comprehensive evaluation of chromium-6 treatment technologies and their ability to achieve
compliance with the new chromium-6 standard, CVWD selected a resin-based ion exchange treatment
process (IXTP) for its chromium-6 compliance approach. Ion exchange is a water treatment method
where one or more undesirable constituents are removed from the water by exchange with another
constituent. This exchange is used to achieve the desired water treatment objective and usually occurs
on the surface of resin beads. CVWD has been using this ion exchange treatment method to successfully
remove naturally-occurring arsenic and chromium-6 from some of its drinking water wells since 2005.
Based on the success of IXTP technology for arsenic treatment and removal, CVWD is proposing the use
of similar technology to reduce chromium-6 levels found in other drinking water supplies.
Two types of ion exchange treatment facilities will be constructed for the proposed project: Strong Base
Anion (SBA) and Weak Base Anion (WBA). SBA exchange is the most economical treatment approach for
the majority of wells under the chromium-6 project, based on water quality monitoring results, and is
typically used for removal of the anions that are present in the source water. WBA exchange is used for
wells producing groundwater that contains high levels of sulfate (in addition to the elevated levels of
chromium-6), which can reduce the efficiency of the SBA resin in the treatment process, thereby
requiring more frequent resin regeneration. For these wells, it is more economical to use WBA resin,
which is designed to remove chromium-6 without significant interference from sulfate ions. The resin
treatment process is similar for both processes, whereby raw water is pumped to a resin treatment
vessel, where it passes through the ion exchange resin. The chromium-6 in the pumped water attaches
to the resin, and the cleaned or treated water is piped to the potable water distribution system.
Following is a brief description of the facilities required for these treatment methods.
•

SBA Well Site Treatment Facilities – There are currently 23 existing drinking water wells that
will require SBA treatment to meet the new chromium-6 standard. The 23 sites are located on
CVWD-owned parcels throughout the District’s service area, and contain existing operating
drinking water well equipment. The proposed facilities at each SBA well site would include the
installation of two new resin treatment vessels, bag filters, associated piping, and chemical
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disinfection facilities. The resin vessels would be fabricated of carbon steel, are tank-like in
appearance, typically measure 12 feet in diameter and 16-20 feet in height, and can hold up to
600 cubic feet of resin. The bag filters remove particles such as silt and sand from the water
before the water enters the resin vessels. New piping will be installed to allow the pumped
water to pass through the SBA resin, which is used to remove the chromium-6 from the water.
Chlorine will be added to the treated water which will be conveyed in new piping to the existing
potable water distribution system at each well site. Some demolition, relocation and/or
reconstruction of existing facilities within the well site parcels would be required to
accommodate the new treatment equipment, and other minor site improvements will be
installed. Architectural screening of the new resin treatment equipment would be used at all of
the SBA well sites to enhance neighborhood compatibility and provide shading of these facilities
for protection of operators and equipment.
•

Central Resin Regeneration Facility – The SBA resin capacity to attract chromium-6 will be
periodically exhausted, and the resin must be regenerated for reuse or replaced when the resin
is no longer effective at the end of its life cycle. CVWD is proposing to construct a Central Resin
Regeneration Facility (CRRF) on a portion of the District’s Water Reclamation Plant 4 (WRP-4)
parcel located on Fillmore Street south of the unincorporated community of Thermal. Resin
that is removed from the ion exchange vessels at the SBA treatment sites would be transferred
by tank trailers to the CRRF where the resin would be regenerated for reuse; regenerated or
clean resin would then be trucked back to the SBA well sites. CRRF treatment would occur
within an enclosed structure. The resin tank trailers would be able to drive into the building to
load and unload resin. Inside the CRRF, the resin would be transferred from the tanks to
enclosed resin regeneration vessels. SBA resin is typically regenerated using a salt (brine)
solution. The chromium-6 is rinsed off the resin into a brine and the resin’s chromium-6
capacity is restored for reuse. Once the salt solution has been recycled to minimize waste
generation, the waste brine would be treated to reduce the levels of constituents to below
California restricted waste criteria. The treated brine could be disposed in several ways,
including combining the brine with other non-brine wastes from the CRRF and disposing as a
liquid, or removing the salt from the brine and disposing the remaining liquid and salt
separately. The treated brine could be sent to the sanitary sewer or hauled offsite for disposal.
The treated brine could also go to a crystallizer or evaporation ponds to precipitate the solids;
the salt residue from both of these processes would be hauled offsite for disposal. The CRRF
would include installation of offsite utilities, such as water, wastewater and power lines, and
access improvements on Fillmore Street.

•

WBA Well Site and Treatment Facilities – WBA treatment is proposed for five existing wells
and one new well, for a total of six wells, which occur in two clusters in the CVWD service
area. One well cluster consisting of four existing wells is located in Desert Hot Springs. Three of
these wells would pump raw water to the proposed ID8 WBA treatment facility (named for
CVWD’s Improvement District 8) in Desert Hot Springs. A second cluster of three existing wells
is located in La Quinta; two of these wells would receive WBA treatment and one would be
blended with the water from the potable water distribution system available at the well site.
The water from these wells would be conveyed to the proposed La Quinta WBA treatment
facility on Airport Boulevard. The treated water would then be pumped back to the potable
water distribution system. The WBA treatment process is similar to the SBA process; however,
WBA resins cannot be regenerated, they instead are replaced every one to three years. Similar
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to the CRRF, the WBA treatment facilities in Desert Hot Springs and La Quinta would include
installation of offsite utilities, including water, wastewater and power lines.
If this DEIR is certified and the project approved by the CVWD Board of Directors, project construction is
anticipated to begin in July 2016 and be completed by the end of 2019. This proposed schedule would
allow sufficient time for CVWD to commission the chromium-6 system and implement the operations
program in accordance with the compliance plans approved by the State.

1.3 STATEMENT OF PROJECT OBJECTIVES
Under State CEQA Guidelines §15124(b), the project description shall include a statement of objectives.
These objectives have been designed to assist CVWD in developing a reasonable range of project
alternatives to evaluate in the DEIR, and aid the decision-makers in preparing findings or a statement of
overriding considerations, if necessary.
The project objectives are intended to address the purpose of Chromium-6 Water Treatment Facilities
Project. CVWD has identified the following list of criteria as the objectives for the project.
•

Compliance with the State of California’s new regulation for hexavalent chromium [chromium-6]
in drinking water, effective July 1, 2014;

•

Allow CVWD to continue to meet its top priority of delivering high quality drinking water which
meets stringent government regulatory standards, including timeframes for implementing
chromium-6 treatment;

•

Use of ion exchange technology for chromium-6 treatment methods that are cost-effective and
offer flexibility in treating other constituents that may fall under future regulatory requirements;
and

•

Minimize footprint for treatment facilities and waste streams using a centrally located facility;
thereby constructing project facilities with a minimal project footprint and neighborhood
impacts.

1.4 SUMMARY OF PROJECT IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Chapter 4, Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures, of this DEIR presents the
environmental impact analyses for all CEQA resource topics and identifies mitigation measures to
reduce significant impacts to a less than significant level, where appropriate and feasible. A summary of
all impacts and mitigation measures from Chapter 4 is provided in Table 1-1 at the end of this chapter.
The table is intended to provide a summary of the project’s impacts and mitigation measures; please
refer to Chapter 4 for the complete analysis and discussion.

1.5 ALTERNATIVES SUMMARY
Chapter 6, Alternatives, of this DEIR presents the alternatives analysis for the proposed project. CEQA
Guidelines §15126.6 requires that an EIR describe and evaluate the comparative merits of a range of
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alternatives to the project that could feasibly attain most of the objectives of the project, but would
avoid or substantially lessen any significant adverse effects of the project. An EIR is not required to
consider every conceivable alternative to a project; rather, it must consider a reasonable range of
potentially feasible alternatives that will foster informed decision-making and public participation. The
CEQA Guidelines further state that the specific alternative of “no project” shall also be evaluated. The
alternatives evaluated in this DEIR were identified based on input from CVWD and identification of the
project’s significant environmental impacts in this DEIR. The alternatives were selected in consideration
of one or more of the following factors:
•
•
•
•

Extent to which the alternative would accomplish most of the basic objectives of the project;
Extent to which the alternative would avoid or lessen any of the identified significant adverse
environmental effects of the project;
Feasibility of the alternative, taking into account site/geographic suitability, economic viability,
constructability, and consistency with regulatory requirements; and
Appropriateness of the alternative in contributing to a reasonable range of alternatives
necessary to permit a reasoned choice by decision-makers.

In consideration of the above factors, the following alternatives were selected to be addressed in this
DEIR.
Alternative 1 – No Project Alternative
Under the No Project Alternative, the existing 29 wells planned for treatment would, if used, continue to
provide groundwater that exceeds the new State of California standard of 10 ppb or less. This
alternative assumes that the wells would continue to be used or would be taken entirely out of service.
One additional well in the ID8 well field, proposed for abandonment under the current preferred
project, would continue to be available for production under the No Project Alternative.
This alternative does not provide retrofitted or new infrastructure or conveyances that could allow the
subject wells to provide potable water. Failure to address the chromium-6 exceedance could result in
adverse health, social and economic impacts on those currently affected by existing wells with
chromium-6 levels above 10 ppb.
Alternative 2 – More Intense Alternative
The “More Intense” Alternative assumes that additional wells and at least one additional WBA
treatment facility are constructed, increasing the District’s capability to treat otherwise unpotable
groundwater in the areas identified for treatment, especially that associated with weak-based anion
wells.
Development proposed under the More Intense Alternative is the same as for the proposed project,
excepting that WBA wells are doubled, and a third WBA treatment facility is constructed. Hence, the
number of WBA wells that exceed the 10 ppb standard that could be treated would total 12, as opposed
to the six WBA wells proposed in the Preferred Project Alternative. The location of the third WBA
treatment facility would depend upon the rate of population growth and domestic water demand in
areas with groundwater with high levels of chromium-6.
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Costs associated with the development of the proposed chromium-6 facilities will be substantial, and
the District must consider the economies of scale that could be realized by adding six WBA well sites and
an additional WBA treatment plant. Practicability and cost feasibility are affected by distance between
WBA wells and associated treatment facilities, and consumers.
By intensifying the application of these technologies now rather than at some time in the future when
costs may be greater and access to suitable sites may be reduced, CVWD would have more flexibility in
the event the projected growth in its service area is exceeded.
Alternative 3 – Less Intense Alternative
The Less Intense Alternative assumes that two WBA wells and the proposed WBA treatment plant
planned at the Greg Norman Golf Course would be eliminated from the plan. The Less Intense
Alternative would maintain the three existing and one proposed new WBA well sites in the ID8 service
area. While this alternative would reduce the extent of WBA well water treatment, it would continue to
include the ID8 wells and treatment facility, which are significantly constrained by geological conditions
affecting chromium-6 and other contaminant levels in groundwater in this portion of the CVWD service
area.
Development under the Less Intense Alternative is the same as for the proposed project, except that
high chromium-6 levels in the two non-compliant WBA wells in La Quinta might be mitigated by mixing
of supplies already connected to the domestic water system. The feasibility of this means of achieving
the 10 ppb chromium-6 threshold is uncertain and would require new conveyance, storage and process.
CVWD would need to identify property to construct additional storage and process control facilities in
an area of the Valley where little developable land is available, and land costs are elevated. This
alternative would represent a 33 percent decrease in WBA wells and the elimination of one of two WBA
treatment sites.
This alternative is driven by two opposing areas of need. In the ID8 area, the availability of potable
groundwater is highly constrained by the occurrence of earthquake faults that restrict the movement of
groundwater, and increase mineral and metal concentrations in groundwater. Groundwater in the
northern portion of the CVWD service area is high in mineral content and is not considered potable.
Therefore, CVWD has limited groundwater options in the ID8 and Sky Valley service area.
Conditions in the La Quinta and Thermal areas include widespread agriculture, resort, residential and
golf course development, as well as a growing number of middle class and economically disadvantaged
neighborhoods. All rely to some degree on groundwater that in some areas has chromium-6 levels as
high as 22 ppb. Most agricultural lands and area golf courses are already utilizing canal water and do not
rely on groundwater. Also, chromium-6 levels in groundwater are being somewhat diluted by the
recharging of the local groundwater at the Thomas Levy Groundwater Replenishment Facility located
near the foothills of the Santa Rosa mountains.
Costs associated with the development of the Less Intense Alternative would be somewhat reduced.
However, an already impacted population could be required to rely on bottled water for human
consumption, while untreated groundwater supplies could continue to be used for bathing and washing.
The practicability and cost feasibility of using source mixing to address the WBA-based groundwater
supplies would be affected by distance between affected WBA wells, wells with sufficiently low
chromium-6 levels, and the availability of suitable sites for additional reservoirs and mixing facilities.
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By reducing the application of chromium-6 treatment technologies now, future costs may be greater
and access to suitable sites may be reduced. This strategy would give the District less flexibility at a time
when substantial projected growth in the La Quinta/Thermal service area is expected. The economy and
demographics are changing in the Coachella Valley and CVWD’s service area and the southeast portions
of the CVWD domestic water service area is expected to see significant future growth.

1.6 ISSUES OF CONCERN/AREAS OF CONTROVERSY
When a Lead Agency determines that an EIR is required for a project, a Notice of Preparation (NOP)
must be prepared and submitted to the State Clearinghouse. The purpose of the NOP is to provide
responsible and trustee agencies, and the public, with sufficient information describing the proposed
project and the potential environmental effects, to enable interested parties/persons to make a
meaningful response. CVWD issued the NOP for the chromium-6 project on July 10, 2015, and it
concluded after the 30-day public review period concluded on August 8, 2015. In addition to the NOP,
CVWD conducted a public scoping meeting for the project on July 27, 2015 at the CVWD Administration
Building in Palm Desert, California. The purpose of the meeting was to present information about the
project to the public and agencies, and to solicit input as to the scope and content of the EIR. Based on
the comments received on the NOP and at the scoping meeting, the following issues of concern were
raised about the project:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Address aesthetics/visual impacts of WBA treatment facilities proposed in La Quinta on Airport
Boulevard.
Address noise and vibration impacts from La Quinta WBA facilities, especially to nearby
residences.
Address State Water Resources Control Board State Revolving Fund CEQA-Plus requirements in
the EIR.
Prepare and provide copies of cultural resources documentation prepared for the project to
Indian tribes.
Provide architectural and vegetation screening for resin treatment facilities at SBA well sites.
Address both construction and operational air quality impacts of the project. Address use of
heavy-duty diesel-fueled vehicles and toxic air contaminant impacts.
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TABLE 1-1: SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact

Proposed Mitigation Measure(s)

Level of Significance
after Mitigation

Section 4.2 Aesthetics
Impact AE-1: Project construction would not have a substantial
adverse impact on a scenic vista, resource, or on the visual character
of a site or its surroundings. (Less than Significant)
Impact AE-2: Project construction would not create a new source of
substantial light or glare that would adversely affect day or
nighttime views in the area. (Less than Significant)
Impact AE-3: Project facilities would not have a substantial adverse
impact on a scenic vista, resource, or on the visual character of a
site or its surroundings. (Less than Significant)
Impact AE-4: Project operation would not create a new source of
substantial light or glare that would adversely affect day or
nighttime views in the area. (Less than Significant)

No mitigation required

Less than Significant
No mitigation required

Less than Significant
No mitigation required

Less than Significant
No mitigation required

Less than Significant

Section 4.3 Agriculture and Forest Resources
Impact AG-1: The chromium-6 project would result in a temporary
disruption to agricultural production on land designated as Prime
Farmland during construction, but would not directly or indirectly
convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of
Statewide Importance to a non-agricultural use (applies to CRRF
offsite water pipeline and pipelines adjacent to CRRF only). (Less
than Significant)
Impact AG-2: Implementation of the CRRF component of the
project would result in the permanent conversion of Prime
Farmland to a non-agricultural use. (Less Than Significant)
Impact AG-3: Operation of the CRRF and outdoor evaporation ponds
are not expected to result in changes in the existing environment
which, due to their location or nature, could result in conversion of
Farmland to non-agricultural use (applies to CRRF operations only).
(Less than Significant)

No mitigation required

Less than Significant

No mitigation required.

Less than Significant
No mitigation required

Less than Significant

Section 4.4 Air Quality
Impact AQ-1: Construction of the project would not conflict with or
obstruct implementation of applicable air quality plans. (Less than
Significant)
Impact AQ-2: Emissions generated during construction activities
would violate air quality standards and would contribute
substantially to an existing air quality violation. (Less than
Significant with Mitigation)

No mitigation required

Less than Significant
Mitigation Measure AQ-2: Implement air quality control measures during construction.
The construction contractor shall implement the following air quality control measures during construction of the Cr6 project to reduce NOx
emissions to less than significant levels:
Less than Significant
•

To reduce NOx emissions, construction equipment shall utilize aqueous diesel fuels, diesel particulate filters and diesel oxidation catalyst
(30% reduction equivalent or better) during all construction activities.

•
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TABLE 1-1: SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact
Impact AQ-3: Pollutants generated during construction would not
expose sensitive receptors to substantial concentrations. (Less than
Significant)
Impact AQ-4: Project construction activities would not create
objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people. (Less
than Significant)
Impact AQ-5: Emissions generated during project operations would
not violate air quality standards and would not contribute
substantially to an existing air quality violation. (Less than
Significant)
Impact AQ-6: Project operation would not create objectionable
odors affecting a substantial number of people. (Less than
Significant)

Proposed Mitigation Measure(s)

Level of Significance
after Mitigation

No mitigation required

Less than Significant
No mitigation required

Less than Significant
No mitigation required

Less than Significant
No mitigation required

Less than Significant

Section 4.5 Biological Resources
Impact BIO-1: The project would have a substantial adverse effect,
either directly or indirectly, or through habitat modifications, on any
species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species
(including species listed as threatened or endangered) in local or
regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
(Significant)

Impact BIO-2: The Project would have a substantial adverse effect
on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural community
identified in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations or by the
California Department of Fish and Wildlife or U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. (Significant)
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Mitigation Measure BIO-1: The following measures shall be applied to specific project sites.
1.
2.
3.

Fencing associated with the development of the ID8 Treatment Facility shall be kept to the minimum area needed to secure the site and facilities, and
shall be designed and constructed in a manner that minimizes the obstruction of fluvial and aeolian sand transport through the site.
Power supplies to the ID8 Treatment Facility site shall be underground and no aerial poles shall be used for this purpose.
Mitigation for Burrowing Owl Impacts: Prior to commencement of project ground disturbance and vegetation clearance conduct pre-construction
surveys to determine the status of burrowing owls at the following locations:
a. CVWD shall conduct burrow searches and burrowing owl surveys shall be conducted at the:
• WBA 3408-1, WBA 3410-1, and SBA 6805-1 well sites,
• ID8 Treatment Facility site and access road
• ID8 Raw and Treated Water Pipeline Route
• CRRF site
b. At the locations cited in Mitigation Measure 3.a, conduct a “take avoidance survey” for the burrowing owl no less than 14 days (in accordance
with the Staff Report on Burrowing Owl Mitigation [CDFW 2012]) and no more than 30 days (in accordance with CVWD’s Operations and
Maintenance Manual) prior to groundbreaking activities may also be required.
c. A final burrowing owl survey must be conducted at the locations cited in Mitigation Measure 3.a, within 24 hours of the initiation of ground
disturbance activities in accordance with the CDFW 2012 protocol. If no burrowing owls are detected during those surveys, implementation of
ground disturbance activities may proceed without further consideration of this species, assuming there is no lapse between the surveys and
construction as the protocol states “time lapses between Project activities trigger subsequent take avoidance surveys including but not limited to
a final survey conducted within 24 hours prior to ground disturbance."
d. If burrowing owls are detected during the take avoidance surveys, avoidance and minimization measures would then be required and the need
for mitigation for unavoidable impacts triggered.

Less than Significant

Mitigation Measure BIO-2-1: Riparian Habitat General & Specific Provisions Along Dillon Rd ROW
Erosion and sediment controls, including any necessary stabilization practices or structural controls, shall be implemented as appropriate. General
structural practices may include, but are not limited to, silt fences, earth dikes, drainage swales, sediment traps, check dams, reinforced soil retaining
systems, temporary or permanent sediment basins and flow diversion. Temporary erosion and sediment control measures shall be installed during or
immediately after initial disturbance of the soil, maintained throughout construction (on a daily basis), and reinstalled as necessary until replaced by
permanent erosion control structures or restoration of the construction ROW is complete. In addition, the flowing specific actions shall be taken to ensure
that impacts are less than significant.
1. Pipeline construction shall be avoided within the limits of identified waterways as depicted on the Jurisdictional Delineation Report prepared for this
EIR (see Appendix C-2).
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TABLE 1-1: SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact

Proposed Mitigation Measure(s)

Level of Significance
after Mitigation

Protect inlets and outlets of culverts to prevent channel incision, erosion, and sedimentation.
Select erosion control measures appropriate for on the ground conditions including percent slope, length of slope, and soil type and erosive factor.
Keep pipeline right-of-way width to the minimum width necessary for pipeline construction based on pipe diameter specifications and safety.
Temporary erosion controls must be properly maintained throughout construction (on a daily basis) and reinstalled as necessary (such as after
backfilling of the trench) until replaced with permanent erosion controls or restoration is complete.
6. Where jurisdictional waters are adjacent to the construction right-of-way, the contractor shall install sediment barriers along the edge of the
construction right-of-way as necessary to contain spoil and sediment within the construction right-of-way.
7. Ensure that all employees and contractors are properly informed and trained on how to properly install and maintain erosion control BMPs.
Contractors should require all employees and contractors responsible for supervising the installation and maintenance of BMPs and those responsible
for the actual installation and maintenance to receive training in proper installation and maintenance techniques.
8. Thoughtfully planned project scheduling will reduce the amount of soil exposed and the duration of its exposure to wind, rain, and vehicle tracking.
9. Incorporate the use of a schedule or flow chart to layout the construction plan.
10. Work out the sequencing and time frame for the initiation and completion of tasks such as site clearing, grading, excavation, installing pipe, and
reclamation.
11. Incorporate erosion and sediment control BMPs.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mitigation Measure BIO-2-2: ID8 Pipeline Alignment - Minimizing Non-Sediment Related Contaminant Exposure
To prevent petroleum products from contaminating soils and water bodies, the following BMPs should be implemented:
1. Construction equipment and vehicles will be properly maintained to prevent leakage of petroleum products.
2. Herbicides, fertilizers, vehicle maintenance fluids, petroleum products will be stored, and/or changed in staging areas established at least 300
vegetated feet from delineated streams and other drainages. These products must be discarded at disposal sites in accordance with state and federal
laws, rules, and regulations.
3. Drip pans and tarps or other containment systems will be used when changing oil or other vehicle/equipment fluids.
4. Areas where discharge material, overburden, fuel, and equipment are stored will be designed and established at least 300 vegetated feet from the
edge of delineated streams.
5. Any contaminated soils or materials will be disposed of off-site in proper receptacles at an approved disposal facility.
6. Plan to inspect and repair all erosion control measures after each rainfall event that results in overland runoff. Be prepared year round to deploy and
maintain erosion control BMPs. Maintenance of BMPs is as important as their initial placement.
7. Existing culverts should be carefully maintained in place in order to ensure that they function properly. Considerations include: maintenance of inlet
and outlet elevations, grade, adequate compacted material cover, and inlet/outlet protection.

Less than Significant

Mitigation Measure BIO-2-3: ID8 Pipeline Alignment Restoration
Restoration involves restoring the right-of-way to pre-construction conditions by final grading, installation of permanent erosion control measures such as
slope breaks at appropriate distances to prevent rill (channel) formation between slope breaks, and re-establishing vegetation.
1. Commence cleanup operations immediately following backfill operations on slopes approaching delineated streams and other drainages.
2. Complete final grading to restore pre-construction contours and leave soil in pre-existing condition within 7 days after backfilling the trench.
3. Restoration crew will follow construction crews as they work systematically from one end to the other end of the pipeline alignment. If crews cannot
work systematically from one end to the other end, then erosion control BMPs must be maintained on all slopes approaching a delineated stream and
adjacent to these sensitive areas. If seasonal or other weather related conditions prevent compliance with these time frames, maintain erosion
control BMPs until conditions allow completion of cleanup.

Impact BIO-3: The project would have a substantial adverse effect
on federally protected wetlands as defined by Section 404 of the
Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool,
coastal, etc.) through direct removal, filling, hydrological
interruption, or other means. (Significant)
Impact BIO 4: The project would interfere substantially with the
movement of any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife

Coachella Valley Water District
Chromium-6 Water Treatment Facilities Project

Less than Significant

Mitigation Measure BIO-3-1: Mitigation Measures BIO-2-1, 2, 3, as set forth above, will avoid or minimize impacts to local drainages. No
state or federal wetlands will be impacted by the project.
Less than Significant
Mitigation Measure BIO 4-1: As set forth in Mitigation Measure BIO-1, fencing associated with the development of the ID8 Treatment Facility shall be
kept to the minimum area needed to secure the site and facilities, and shall be designed and constructed in a manner that minimizes the obstruction of
fluvial and aeolian sand transport through the site. Power supplies to the ID8 Treatment Facility site shall be under-ground and no aerial poles shall be
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Impact
species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife
corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites.
(Significant)

Impact BIO-5 & BIO-6: (5) The project would conflict with any local
policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as a tree
preservation policy or ordinance. (6) The project would conflict
with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan,
Natural Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local,
regional or state habitat conservation plan. (Significant)

Proposed Mitigation Measure(s)

Level of Significance
after Mitigation

used for this purpose.

Mitigation Measure BIO 4-2: Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) Compliance
1.

Virtually all native migratory and resident bird species are covered under the MBTA. Any activities that could potentially cause disruption of natural
nesting behavior or directly disturb an active nest or nesting bird must be minimized or avoided.
2. Nesting birds and their potential were identified at several of the project sites. In order to avoid impacting nesting birds, either avoid project-related
disturbance during the nesting season (generally from February 1 through August 31 for the Coachella Valley). Alternatively, conduct nesting bird
surveys by a qualified ornithologist or biologist not more than 30 days prior to site disturbance during the nesting season.
3. In the event active nests are found, exclusionary fencing shall be placed 200 feet around the nest until such time as nestlings have fledged. Nests of
raptors and burrowing owls shall be provided a 500-foot buffer.
4. Netting to prevent bird or bat access to the planned CRRF evaporation pond shall be installed to prevent access of these species to these
wastewaters.

Less than Significant

Mitigation Measure BIO-5 & BIO-6: Mitigation Under the CVMSHCP
The CVWD Chromium-6 Treatment Facilities Project consists of new and retrofitted domestic water infrastructure that ensures that the District’s potable
water customers have water that is compliant with the State’s Chromium-6 standards. Those portions of the proposed chromium-6 project located outside
of a Conservation Area are a “Covered Activity” under the CVMSHCP, to which the District is a signatory and Permittee.
In exchange for this coverage and the allowance of “incidental take” of state and/or federal listed species covered by the CVMSHCP, CVWD has or will
dedicate up to 7,000 acres of lands it owns within Conservation Areas designated by the Plan. CVWD’s commitments and obligations under the CVMSHCP
are set forth in Section 6.6.1 of the Plan. Such facilities planned for development within a Conservation Area, including the ID8 Treatment Facility site and
access road, and associated treated water pipelines to be installed along Dillon Road and crossing drainages within the Long-Canyon CA, are not “Covered
Activities” under the CVMSHCP.
Although potential for sensitive species to occur on and/or immediately adjacent to the project facilities ranges from remote to high, the CVMSHCP
provides full coverage for plan participants (Permittees) and/or projects that are covered by the CVMSHCP. Participants may pay a standard development
fee prior to receiving requisite grading or development permits with some exceptions and special provisions or requirements. Exceptions and special
provisions include those established by the CVMSHCP for burrowing owl, projects within Conservation Areas and nesting birds covered under the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), mitigation for which are discussed below.
As a Permittee under the CVMSHCP, CVWD must also comply with all other applicable terms and conditions of the CVMSHCP and Implementing
Agreement (See Section 13.0 of the CVMSHCP Implementing Agreement), which are summarized below and include but not limited to:
Mitigation Within Conservation Areas
1. CVWD shall act to help achieve CVMSHCP conservation goals and objectives, and required measures in each conservation area identified in Section
4.3 and attain the species conservation goals and objectives identified in Section 9.
2. As described in Sections 4.1.2 and 4.2.2.2.1 of the CVMSHCP, CVWD shall conserve permittee-owned land in the conservation areas that are not used
to meet CVWD provided services.
3. CVWD shall participate in the Joint Project Review Process for projects within conservation areas as described in Section 6.6.1.1 and implement the
“Land Use Adjacency Guidelines” described in Section 4.5 of the CVMSHCP and below.
4. CVWD shall provide to the Coachella Valley Conservation Commission (CVCC) (a) an analysis and determination of consistency with the CVMSHCP at
the time of, and along with, certification of this EIR for approval of development projects within conservation areas and (b) a copy of the final project
approval documents within 30 days.
Mitigation Within and Outside Conservation Areas
1. CVWD shall ensure that habitat preservation is occurring in rough proportionality with development of District facilities, and that reserve assembly
occurs as contemplated in the MSHCP.
2. CVWD shall comply with all applicable required measures in Section 4.4 of the CVMSHCP. Where the project occurs within or shares a common
boundary with a conservation area, CVWD shall comply with the “Land Use Adjacency Guidelines” set forth as follows:
CVMSHCP Adjacency Guidelines
The CVMSHCP Land Use Adjacency Guidelines were developed to avoid or minimize indirect effect or impacts of development that is proposed within
or adjacent to designated Conservation Areas. These indirect “edge effects” may include noise, lighting, drainage, human intrusion, introduction of
invasive non-native plants, and non-native predators (dogs and cats). The adjacency guidelines set forth below shall be implemented during project
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Proposed Mitigation Measure(s)

3.

Level of Significance
after Mitigation

construction and operations, as applicable.
A. Drainage: Development projects adjacent to or within a conservation area shall incorporate plans to ensure that the quantity and quality of
runoff discharged to the adjacent conservation area is not altered in an adverse way when compared with existing conditions. Stormwater
systems shall be designed to prevent the release of pollutants (e.g., toxins, chemicals, petroleum products, exotic plant materials) or other
elements that might degrade or harm biological resources or ecosystem processes within the adjacent conservation area.
B. Toxics: Land use including development adjacent to or within a conservation area that use chemicals or generate toxic or potentially toxic
bioproducts (e.g., manure) or may adversely impact native wildlife and plant species, their habitat, or water quality are required to incorporate
measures to ensure that application of such chemicals does not result in any discharge to the adjacent conservation area.
C. Lighting: Lighting in areas proposed for development that are adjacent to or located within conservation areas, shall be shielded and directed
away from the conservation area, toward the developed areas. Landscape shielding or other appropriate methods shall be incorporated in
project designs to minimize the effects of lighting adjacent to or within the adjacent conservation area in accordance with the guidelines included
in the Implementation Manual.
D. Noise: Noise generated from development projects adjacent to or within a conservation area in excess of 75 dBA shall incorporate setbacks,
berms, or walls, as appropriate, to minimize the effects of noise on the adjacent conservation area according to Implementation Manual
guidelines.
E. Invasives: Landscape plans for development projects and land uses that are located adjacent to or within a conservation area are required to not
use invasive, non-native plant species in their design. Prohibited invasive ornamental plant species are listed in Table 4-113 of the CVMSHCP
(Appendix E). To the maximum extent feasible, Coachella Valley native plant species listed in Table 4-112 of the CVMSHCP will be incorporated
into landscape design within or adjacent to conservation areas (Appendix F).
CVWD shall adopt an appropriate CVMSHCP implementation mechanism as set forth in Section 11.1 of the CVMSHCP Implementing Agreement.

4. CVWD shall maintain a record of total acres and location of CVWD-owned property and transmit this information to CVCC as prescribed
in the CVMSHCP. The undeveloped portions of parcels in conservation areas on which development is approved by the permittee shall
count toward meeting the CVMSHCP’s conservation objectives only when the undeveloped portion of the parcel is legally described and
permanently protected through an appropriate legal instrument. Review of CVWD projects will occur in accordance with the
Implementation Manual.
5. On parcels approved for development, the permittee shall encourage the opportunity to salvage covered sand-dependent species in accordance with
the Implementation.

Section 4.6 Cultural Resources
Impact CUL-1: Project construction may result in a substantial
adverse change in the significance of an archaeological resource and
to unknown archaeological resources during construction and/or
encounter unknown human remains. (Significant)

Coachella Valley Water District
Chromium-6 Water Treatment Facilities Project

Mitigation Measure CUL-1: The following measure shall be applied to all project sites due to Native American nexus and physical relation
to areas of high archaeological sensitivity.
1.

Construction-related earth-moving operations reaching beyond the disturbed surface and near-surface soils shall be monitored by a qualified
archaeologist and Native American Monitor. If cultural materials more than 50 years of age are discovered, they will be field-recorded and evaluated.
The monitors shall be prepared to recover artifacts quickly to avoid construction delays, but will have the power to temporarily halt or divert
construction equipment to allow for controlled archaeological recovery if a substantial cultural deposit is encountered.
2. CVWD shall prepare a construction archaeological monitoring program, and the program shall be designed and implemented in coordination with
local Native American groups, such as Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians, the Augustine Band of Cahuilla Indians, and the Cabazon Band of
Mission Indians, who have requested and in some cases wish to participate in such monitoring.
3. Collected artifacts shall be processed, catalogued, analyzed, and prepared for permanent curation in a repository with permanent retrievable storage
that would allow for additional research in the future.
4. Archaeological site records shall be prepared to document the cultural remains discovered during monitoring and submitted to the Eastern
Information Center for incorporation into the California Historical Resources Inventory.
5. Should unknown archeological or tribal materials become unearthed, the qualified archeologist shall prepare a findings report summarizing the
methods and results of the monitoring program, including an itemized inventory and a detailed analysis of recovered artifacts upon completion of the
field and laboratory work. The report shall include an interpretation of the cultural activities represented by the artifacts and a discussion of the
significance of all archaeological or tribal finds. The submittal of the report to the CVWD and the SWRCB, along with final curation of the recovered
artifacts, will signify completion of the monitoring program and, barring unexpected findings of extraordinary significance, the mitigation of potential
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project impacts on cultural and tribal resources.

Impact CUL-2: Project construction may result in a substantial
adverse change in the significance of a paleontological resource and
to unknown paleontological resources during construction.
(Significant)

Mitigation Measure CUL-2: The following measure shall be applied to SBA 6805-1 and 6808-1, as well as the CRRF and its water supply
pipeline alignment:
Construction-related earth-moving operations at these four (4) sites reaching beyond the disturbed surface and near-surface soils shall be monitored by a
qualified paleontologist. If sensitive paleontological materials are discovered, they will be field-recorded and evaluated. The monitor shall be prepared to
recover artifacts quickly to avoid construction delays, including temporarily halting or diverting construction equipment, in the immediate area, to allow
for controlled resource recovery if a substantial paleontological deposit is encountered.

Less than Significant

Section 4.7 Geology and Soils
Impact GS-1: Construction of the project would not result in
substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil. (Less than Significant)
Impact GS-2: Construction of some project pipeline components
would be located on geologic units or soils that are unstable or that
may become unstable during project construction, and potentially
result in soil instability or collapse; however this exposure would
not result in a substantial risk to people or structures. (Less than
Significant)
Impact GS-3: The treated water pipeline to be installed in Dillon
Road in Desert Hot Springs would cross the Coachella Valley
segment of the San Andreas Fault zone, potentially exposing this
project facility to fault rupture during a seismic event and
subsequent disruption of water service in this area; however, this
exposure would not result in substantial risk to people or structures.
(Less than Significant)
Impact GS-4: The proposed project would be subject to strong
groundshaking and some project sites would have a high
liquefaction susceptibility during a seismic event; however, this
exposure would not result in a substantial risk to people or
structures. (Less than Significant)
Impact GS-5: Some of the project facilities would be located on sites
with corrosive soils; however, this exposure would not result in a
substantial risk to people or structures. (Less than Significant)

No mitigation required

Less than Significant

No mitigation required

Less than Significant

No mitigation required

Less than Significant

No mitigation required

Less than Significant

No mitigation required

Less than Significant

Section 4.8 Greenhouse Gas
Impact GHG-1: Construction of the project would generate
greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly, that would
not have a significant impact on the environment. (Less than
Significant)
Impact GHG-2: Construction of the project would not conflict with
an applicable plan, policy or regulation adopted for the purpose of
reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases. (Less than Significant)
Impact GHG-3: Operation of the project would generate greenhouse
gas emissions, either directly or indirectly. (Less than Significant)
Impact GHG-4: Operation of the project would conflict with an
Coachella Valley Water District
Chromium-6 Water Treatment Facilities Project

No mitigation required

Less than Significant

No mitigation required

Less than Significant

No mitigation required

Less than Significant

No mitigation required

Less than Significant
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applicable plan, policy or regulation adopted for the purpose of
reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases. (Less than Significant)
Section 4.9 Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Impact HAZ-1: The project would not create a significant hazard to
the public or the environment related to transport, use, or disposal
of hazardous materials during construction. (Less than Significant)
Impact HAZ-2: The project would result in a substantial adverse
effect related to reasonably foreseeable upset and accident
conditions involving the release of hazardous materials into the
environment during construction. (Significant)

No mitigation required

Less than Significant

Mitigation Measure M-HAZ-2a: Preconstruction Hazardous Materials Assessment Within three months prior to construction, CVWD shall retain
a qualified environmental professional to update the Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) prepared for this DEIR, to determine if any conditions
identified in the Phase I ESA have changed. Should the update indicate a high likelihood of encountering contamination at the proposed project sites,
follow-up sampling shall be conducted to characterize soil and groundwater quality prior to construction to provide necessary data for the site health and
safety plan (Mitigation Measure M-HAZ-2b) and hazardous materials management plan (Mitigation Measure M-HAZ-2c). If needed, site investigations or
remedial activities shall be performed at project sites in accordance with applicable laws and regulations.

Less than Significant

Mitigation Measure M-HAZ-2b: Health and Safety Plan
The contractor shall, prior to construction, prepare a site-specific health and safety plan in accordance with federal OSHA regulations (29 CFR 1910.120)
and Cal OSHA regulations (8 CCR Title 8, Section 5192) to address worker health and safety issues during construction. The health and safety plan shall
identify the potentially present chemicals, health and safety hazards associated with those chemicals, all required measures to protect construction
workers and the general public from exposure to harmful levels of any chemicals identified at the site (including engineering controls, monitoring, and
security measures to prevent unauthorized entry to the work area), appropriate personal protective equipment, and emergency response procedures. The
health and safety plan shall designate qualified individuals responsible for implementing the plan and for directing subsequent procedures in the event
that unanticipated contamination is encountered.

Less than Significant

Mitigation Measure M-HAZ-2c: Hazardous Materials Management Plan
The contractor shall, prior to construction, prepare a hazardous materials management plan that specifies the method for handling and disposal of both
chemical products and hazardous materials during construction and contaminated soil and groundwater, should any be encountered during construction.
Contract specifications shall mandate full compliance with all applicable local, State, and federal regulations related to identifying, transporting, and
disposing of hazardous materials, including hazardous building materials (i.e., asbestos containing materials, lead-based paint, and electrical equipment)
and any hazardous wastes encountered in excavated soil or groundwater. The contractor shall provide CVWD with copies of hazardous waste manifests
documenting that disposal of all hazardous materials has been performed in accordance with the law.

Mitigation Measure M-HAZ-2d: Lead Content Sampling
CVWD or its contractor shall sample the lead content in the paint at demolition sites to determine whether the Lead in Construction
Standard applies. If lead were is detected, the construction contractor would be required shall comply with the standard. The standard
requires that a contractor develop and implement a lead compliance plan, which must include a description of the activities that could emit
lead, methods that would be used to meet the safe work practices, Cal OSHA notification requirements, and a plan to protect workers from
lead exposure during construction activities. Therefore, compliance with the regulations and procedures already established would ensure
that potential impacts due to disturbance of lead-based paint during demolition would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measure M-HAZ-2e: Asbestos Sampling
In accordance with SCAQMD Rule 1403, Asbestos Emissions from Demolition/Renovation Activities, a survey must be conducted to identify
asbestos-containing materials prior to demolition. If asbestos is discovered, all of the following requirements must be met.
•The SCAQMD must be notified 10 days in advance of any proposed demolition or abatement work.
•Containment must be provided during work that disturbs asbestos-containing materials and there must be no visible emissions to the
outside air from demolition operations that involve asbestos-containing materials.
•The contractor must use methods specified in the regulations for control of emissions, such as wetting of exposed asbestos-containing
materials; use of a high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter within an exhaust, ventilation and control system; or removal in an entirely
contained chute.
•The contractor and hauler of the material are required to file a Hazardous Waste Manifest that details the hauling of the material from the
Coachella Valley Water District
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site and its disposal.
Compliance with the required handling and disposal procedures established by the State of California would ensure that potential impacts
related to reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous materials into the environment during
construction would be less than significant.
Impact HAZ-3: The project would not create a hazard to the public
or environment from the routine transport, use, or disposal of
hazardous materials or accidental release of hazardous materials
during operation. (Less than Significant)
Impact HAZ-4: The project would not result in a safety hazard for
people residing or working in the vicinity of a public use airport.
(Less than Significant)

No mitigation required

Less than Significant
No mitigation required

Less than Significant

Section 4.10 Hydrology and Water Quality
IMPACT HYD-1: Construction of project facilities, including new
stormwater drainage facilities, would not cause substantial erosion
or siltation, and would not increase the rate or amount of runoff in
a manner which would result in flooding onsite or offsite.
(Significant)
IMPACT HYD-2: The project would alter existing drainage patterns
at some project sites which would increase impervious surfaces, but
would not substantially increase the rate or amount of runoff such
that it would exceed the capacity of existing or planned stormwater
drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of
polluted runoff. (Less than Significant)
IMPACT HYD-3: The ID8 WBA Water Treatment Facility, access road,
and portions of the raw and treated water pipeline alignments
would be placed within a 100-year flood hazard area, and would
redirect flood flows. (Less than Significant)

Mitigation Measure HYD-1: Develop and Implement a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan and an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan
CVWD or its contractor(s) shall develop a SWPPP, submit a notice of intent to the SWRCB’s Division of Water Quality, and implement site-specific BMPs to
prevent discharges of nonpoint-source pollutants in construction-related stormwater runoff into downstream water bodies. CVWD or its contractor(s)
shall also prepare and implement Erosion and Sediment Control Plans do address overall site runoff.

Less than Significant

No mitigation required

Less than Significant

No mitigation required

Less than Significant

Section 4.11 Land Use and Planning
Impact LU-1: The proposed ID8 WBA Water Treatment Facility
would not conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or
natural community conservation plan during construction. (Less
than Significant with Mitigation)
Impact LU-2: Operation of the La Quinta WBA Water Treatment
Facility in La Quinta would not divide an established community in
that location. (Less than Significant)
Impact LU-3: The proposed project would not conflict with any
applicable habitat conservation plan or natural community
conservation plan during operation. (Less than Significant with
Mitigation)

Please refer to Section 4.5, Biological Resources (Mitigation Measure BIO-5 & 6: Mitigation Under the CVMSHCP)

Less than Significant

No mitigation required

Less than Significant
No mitigation required

Less than Significant

Section 4.12 Mineral and Energy Resources

Coachella Valley Water District
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Impact ME-1: The project would not encourage activities that result
in the use of large amounts of fuel and energy in a wasteful manner
during construction. (Less than Significant)
Impact ME-2: Implementation of the project would require the
construction of connections to existing electrical distribution
facilities, but the construction of these would not cause significant
environmental effects. (Less than Significant)
Impact ME-3: The project would not encourage activities that result
in the use of large amounts of fuel in an inefficient manner during
operation. (Less than Significant)
Impact ME-4: The project would not constrain local or regional
energy supplies, require additional capacity, or substantially affect
peak and base periods of electrical demand during operation. (Less
than Significant)

Proposed Mitigation Measure(s)

Level of Significance
after Mitigation

No mitigation required

Less than Significant
No mitigation required

Less than Significant
No mitigation required

Less than Significant
No mitigation required

Less than Significant

Section 4.13 Noise
Impact NV-1: Project construction would result in noise levels in
excess of local standards. (Significant)

Impact NO-2: Project construction would not result in excessive
groundborne vibration. (Less than Significant)
Impact NO-3: Operation of the project would not result in exposure
of people to noise levels in excess of local noise standards or result
in a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the
project vicinity. (Less than Significant)

Mitigation Measure NO-1: The following measures shall be implemented as part of project construction:
The contractor shall require that Project construction activities only occur between the hours prescribed in each affected jurisdiction’s Municipal
Code. The project construction supervisor shall ensure compliance.
• The contractor shall require all construction equipment, fixed or mobile, be equipped with properly operating and maintained mufflers, consistent
with manufacturers’ standards.
• The construction supervisor shall place all stationary construction equipment so that emitted noise is directed away from the noise-sensitive
receptors nearest the project site.
• The construction supervisor shall locate equipment staging in areas that would create the greatest distance between construction-related noise
sources and noise-sensitive receptors (i.e., on the access roads or at the center of each facility).
• The construction supervisor shall limit haul truck deliveries to the same hours specified for construction equipment.
• The construction supervisor shall require truck trips be limited to the hours of construction activity.
• The construction supervisor shall maintain quality pavement conditions on the property that are free of vertical deflection (i.e. speed bumps) to
minimize truck noise.
• The construction supervisor shall require the truck access gates and loading areas be posted with signs which state:
o Truck drivers shall turn off engines when not in use;
o No music or electronically reinforced speech from workers shall be audible at noise-sensitive properties.
No mitigation required
•

Less than Significant

Less than Significant

No mitigation required

Less than Significant

Section 4.14 Population and Housing – No significant impacts would occur.
Section 4.15 Public Services – No significant impacts would occur.
Section 4.16 Recreation – No significant impacts would occur.
Section 4.17 Traffic and Transportation
Coachella Valley Water District
Chromium-6 Water Treatment Facilities Project
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Impact TRA-1: Project construction would conflict with an applicable
plan, ordinance, or policy establishing measures of effectiveness for
the performance of the circulation system. (Significant)

Impact TRA-2: Project construction may temporarily affect bikeway
and pedestrian paths that are adjacent to some project sites. (Less
than Significant)
Impact TRA-3: Operation and maintenance of the proposed project
will not conflict with an applicable congestion management
program, including, but not limited to level of service standards and
travel demand measures, or other standards established by the
county congestion management agency for designated roads or
highways. (Less than Significant)

Proposed Mitigation Measure(s)

Level of Significance
after Mitigation

Mitigation Measure TRA-1: Construction Traffic Management Plan for Pipeline Installations
Conceptual traffic control plans showing the potential lane configuration for representative segments of Dillon Road and Madison Street are included
as Appendix E of the Traffic Analysis (Appendix G of this EIR). Dillon Road would be maintained as a two-lane road, with the two lanes shifted to
accommodate construction activities. Construction activities on Madison Street would be expected to require narrowing the southbound travel way
from two through lanes to a single through lane.
• The contractor shall prepare and implement a Construction Traffic Management Plan that specifies traffic and/or construction controls at the
intersection of Dillon Road at Palm Drive, requiring either an alternative temporary roadway configuration during pipe laying or requiring that project
construction at the intersection restore all existing travel lanes prior to 4 PM in the afternoon. An alternative configuration wherein the northbound
approach provides one left turn lane, one through lane, and one right turn lane would improve the LOS during construction to an acceptable level
(LOS C).
No mitigation required
•

Less than Significant

Less than Significant
No mitigation required

Less than Significant

Section 4.18 Utilities and Service Systems
Impact UT-1: The project would be served by a landfill with
sufficient permitted capacity to accommodate the project’s
construction solid waste disposal needs, and would not result in a
substantial adverse effect related to compliance with federal, State,
and local statutes and regulations pertaining to solid waste. (Less
than Significant)
Impact UT-2: Sufficient water supplies would be available to serve
the project from existing entitlements and resources, and no new or
expanded entitlements would be needed during operation. (Less
than Significant)
Impact UT-3: Discharge of treated brine from the CRRF to WRP-4
would not exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the
applicable Regional Water Quality Control Board. (Less than
Significant)
Impact UT-4: The project would be served by a landfill with
sufficient permitted capacity to accommodate the project’s
operational solid waste disposal needs, and would not result in a
substantial adverse effect related to compliance with federal, State,
and local statutes and regulations pertaining to solid waste. (Less
than Significant)

Coachella Valley Water District
Chromium-6 Water Treatment Facilities Project

No mitigation required

Less than Significant

No mitigation required

Less than Significant
No mitigation required

Less than Significant
No mitigation required

Less than Significant
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